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1.  Royal Ontario Museum 

2.! The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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4.! Newark Museum 

5.! Getty Center 

6.! Seattle Art Museum 
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1.  Royal Ontario Museum 

Made in China: Cultural Encounters through Export Art 

Closing August 2016. 

This exhibition explores the lasting impact of cultural encounters between Europe and China on 

an important artistic tradition. While art is often inspired by the surrounding culture and politics, 

Chinese export art was also influenced by its target audience. 

Chinese artists and artisans responded to the growing demand for Chinese export art in Europe 

during the 18th century by appealing strategically to western taste, and adopting European painting 

techniques and styles. At the same time, the romanticized view of China portrayed in export art 

only left Europeans craving more from this imagined and idealized region.  

With artifacts from the ROM’s unique Chinese, European, and Natural History collections, 

including impressive works on pith, leaves, paper, and porcelain, this exhibition places the globally 

recognized trademark “Made in China” into historical context. 

https://www.rom.on.ca/en/exhibitions-galleries/exhibitions/made-in-china-cultural-encounters-th

rough 

2.  The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

1 A Passion for Jade The Heber Bishop Collection 

March 14, 2015–June 19, 2016 

http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2015/passion-for-jade 

2 Chinese Textiles Eight Centuries of  Masterpieces from the Met Collection 

September 12, 2015–June 19, 2016 

http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2015/chinese-textiles 

3 Chinese Lacquer Treasures from the Irving Collection, 12th–18th Century 

September 12, 2015–June 19, 2016 

http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2015/chinese-lacquer 

4 Masterpieces of  Chinese Painting from the Metropolitan Collection 

October 31, 2015–October 11, 2016 



http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2015/masterpieces-of-chinese-painting 

http://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzA3MTUxMzEzNw%3D%3D&mid=217305488&idx=1

&sn=275e62d512416c4ec9ae7e534ce0f4b3&scene=0#rd 

This exhibition, presented in two rotations, will highlight the gems of  the permanent collection in a 

chronological display, with an emphasis on works from the Song (960–1279) and Yuan (1271–1368) 

dynasties. 

3.  Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 

Flowers to Frost: Four Seasons in East Asian Art 

July 18, 2015–July 17, 2016 

http://www.nelson-atkins.org/art/exhibitions/flowers-to-frost.cfm 

4.  Newark Museum 

1 China's China Porcelain, Earthenware, Stoneware & Glazes 

Now on View 

http://www.newarkmuseum.org/china.html 

Over 2,000 years of  ceramic excellence are showcased with meaningful selections to feature a range 

of  different techniques through both figural and practical forms. Dating from seven different 

dynastic periods—stretching from the second century BC to contemporary works—this 

installation provides a profound rationale for why the name of  the country became a synonym for 

the ceramic arts while demonstrating an abridged introduction of  some of  the most significant and 

celebrated ceramic types in Chinese history. 

2 Red Luster Lacquer & Leatherworks of  Asia 

Ongoing 

http://www.newarkmuseum.org/red-luster 

For the past two thousand years—far before the development of  plastic laminations and 

modern-day adhesives—lacquer was (and remains) a superior material. Red Luster: Lacquer and 

Leatherworks of  Asia demonstrates the aesthetic impact of  red lacquer and its faux imitators in 

leatherworks and other materials. The glossy sheen, slick texture and deep colors of  lacquer have 

long been a prized material throughout Asia but the materials to create “true lacquers” do not exist 

in all of  Asia. 

Different raw materials originating from different types of  trees and even insects distinguish East 

Asian lacquers (China, Japan and Korea) from those of  Central and South Asia (Turkey, Iran, India 

and Tibet) or Southeast Asia (Myanmar). The relatively slow construction process, coupled with 

regionally restricted supplies of  raw material, made production relatively exclusive. Thus all of  Asia 

also developed imitation or faux lacquers created by an even greater variety of  materials and 

techniques. Many faux lacquers became important forms of  art in their own right. This is the first 

lacquer exhibition to span the vastly different cultural and historical legacies of  Asia from the Near 



to Far East. 

5.  Getty Center 

Cave Temples of  Dunhuang: Buddhist Art on China's Silk Road 

May 7–September 4, 2016, GETTY CENTER  

The Mogao caves, located near the town of  Dunhuang in the Gobi Desert of  northwest China, 

comprise some 500 decorated Buddhist cave temples dating from the 4th to the 14th century. Filled 

with exquisite wall paintings and sculptures, the caves bear witness to the intense religious, artistic, 

and cultural exchanges along the Silk Road, the trade routes linking East and West. Cave Temples of  

Dunhuang: Buddhist Art on China's Silk Road features numerous objects originally from the site—such 

as paintings and manuscripts that have rarely, if  ever, traveled to the United States, as well as three 

spectacular full-size cave replicas. The exhibition celebrates more than 25 years of  collaboration 

between the Getty Conservation Institute and the Dunhuang Academy to preserve this UNESCO 

World Heritage Site. 

6.  Seattle Art Museum 

JOURNEY TO DUNHUANG: BUDDHIST ART OF THE SILK ROAD CAVES 

MAR 5 – JUN 12 2016 

ASIAN ART MUSEUM 

FOSTER GALLERIES 

http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/Exhibitions/Details?EventId=42562 

7.  SF Asian Art Museum 

1)  Chinese Lacquerware 

2015 11 10 2016 10 31  

http://www.asianart.org/exhibitions/chinese-lacquerware 

2) Emperor's Treasures: Chinese Art from the National Palace Museum, Taipei 

2016/06/17-20126/09/18 

Passed from dynasty to dynasty and once sheltered in Beijing’s Forbidden City, these masterpieces of  

Chinese art were conveyed to Taiwan amid conflict and now reside in the National Palace Museum, 

Taipei. 

Discover more than 150 objects from one of  the world’s greatest collections of  Chinese art, more 

than half  of  which will be on view in the U.S. for the first time. Rarely seen outside the court at the 

time of  their creation, these artworks inherited an aura of  mystery that has fueled an enduring 

fascination. Characterized by their extraordinary splendor, beauty and richness, these objects 

represent the highlights of  China’s artistic accomplishments.  

Through exquisite paintings, ceramics, jades and more, Emperors’ Treasures explores the identities of  

nine rulers who reigned from the 12th through 20th centuries. By examining each ruler’s 



contribution to the arts and the eras’ changing styles, this exhibition reveals how emperors’ personal 

tastes shaped the evolution of  art in China. 

http://www.asianart.org/exhibitions/emperors-treasures 

8. Freer/Sackler 

1) PAINTING WITH WORDS: GENTLEMAN ARTISTS OF THE MING DYNASTY 

April 16–July 24, 2016 

Poetry, painting, and calligraphy: Known as the "Three Perfections," these genres were regarded as 

the ultimate expressions of  Chinese literati culture during the Ming dynasty (1369–1644). Members 

of  the Wu School, centered on the affluent city of  Suzhou and nearby towns, earned admiration for 

their interpretations of  these creative expressions. Painting with Words celebrates Wu School works, 

examining the relationship between their imagery, brushstrokes, and, especially, words. Selections are 

drawn from the Freer|Sackler—home to one of  the best Wu School collections in the country—as 

well as other museums and collections. 

2) CHINAMANIA 

July 9, 2016–January 2, 2017 

Chinamania, the craze for Chinese blue-and-white ceramics, swept London in the nineteenth century 

and still endures in the West. Contemporary artist Walter McConnell, inspired by his travels in China 

and the kilns as Jindgzhen, interrogates this phenomenon through his reinstallation of  Kangxi 

porcelains similar to those originally displayed in the Peacock Room. The show also includes two 

monumental ceramic stupas from McConnell’s The Theory of  Everything series. 

9.  University of  South California Pacific Asia Museum 

Royal Taste: The Art of  Princely Courts in Fifteenth-Century China 

February 26, 2016 - June 26, 2016 

Known as the “Empire of Great Brightness,” the Ming dynasty (1368–1644) was one of the most 

prosperous and exuberant dynasties in China. It restored the native rule by overthrowing the 

Mongolian regime of the previous Yuan dynasty (1271–1368) and established thirteen provinces to 

control the vast empire. After choosing Beijing as the new capital, the Ming dynasty extended the 

Great Wall along the borders and restored the Grand Canal to connect waterways between the north 

and the south. Besides establishing its military might, the Ming dynasty also produced a splendid 

material culture. 

Royal Taste offers a unique glimpse into the luxurious lifestyles of princely courts in early- and 

mid-Ming China. Featuring more than one hundred fifty works of pictorial, sculptural, and 

decorative arts, this exhibition sheds light on some lesser-known aspects of the palatial lives and 

religious patronage of Ming princes. Their regional courts were at the center of art production, 

creating works that showcased imperial styles while reflecting local traditions. The quality of 



craftsmanship and beauty of design testify to the richness and sophistication of the art and culture in 

the provincial courts, as well as their abundant resources. 

The majority of the objects on view were selected from recent archaeological finds now in the 

collections of four museums in China’s Hubei province. Also included are imperially commissioned 

statues from Daoist temples at Mount Wudang, the birthplace of tai chi. Select examples from the 

USC Pacific Asia Museum’s permanent collection and the noted local collection at the Chen Art 

Gallery are also included to further highlight the sophisticated material culture of the period. 

http://www.pacificasiamuseum.org/_on_view/exhibitions/2016/RoyalTaste.aspx 

http://artouch.com/artouch2/content.aspx?aid=2016052717172&catid=03 
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2. Chinese Object Study Workshops 

Chinese Object Study Workshops is a program that provides graduate students in Chinese art history 

an immersive experience in the study of objects. The week-long workshops (Monday-Friday) will help 

students develop the skills necessary for working with objects, introduce them to conservation issues 

not readily encountered in typical graduate art history curricula, and familiarize them with important 

American museum collections. 

Each workshop is intended for around ten graduate students, to be selected from across North 

America and Europe through an open application process. These students will study and work with a 

team of faculty and curators from the host museum. Eight workshops are planned for the next four 

years, with two occurring during each academic year. 

2016 WORKSHOPS 

Workshop One: Early Chinese Paintings 

Host:  Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 

Workshop Leaders: 

•! Hui-shu Lee, University of  California, Los Angeles 

•! Richard Vinograd, Stanford University 



•! Nancy Berliner, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 

•! Richard Barnhart, Yale University (Emeritus) 

Dates:  Monday-Friday, June 13-17, 2016 

Explore early Chinese paintings in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (MFA). Drawing from the MFA’s 

rich collection of works attributed to the Song and Yuan and earlier eras, the workshop will consider the 

intertwined procedures of connoisseurship and attribution studies, conservation and technical studies, 

object-driven scholarship, collecting history, canon formation (and deconstruction), and art historical 

writing. Students will consider works of established historiographical importance as well as paintings 

connected to emerging concerns in recent art historical writing, such as women and gender, Daoist 

religious art, word/text/poetry-and-image relationships, interregional networks of Buddhist art exchange, 

and images and imaginaries of ethnic others. 

Workshop Two: Chinese Calligraphy 

Host:  Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Workshop Leaders: 

•! Robert Harrist Jr., Columbia University 

•! Hui-Wen Lu, National Taiwan University 

•! Joe Scheier-Dolberg, Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Dates:  Monday-Friday, August 29-September 2, 2016 

Investigate works of Chinese calligraphy and related paintings from the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

Through close study of objects, students will learn to read signatures, inscriptions, and seals and to 

understand the important ways in which writing informs the aesthetic, historical, and expressive 

dimensions of Chinese art. Instructors will emphasize issues in connoisseurship, materials, techniques, 

and determining authenticity. In addition to developing basic skills of analyzing and describing 

calligraphy, students will explore the role of writing in works that combine texts and images. The 

workshop also will consider Chinese calligraphy in relation to other traditions of writing as a fine art 

represented in the museum's collections. 

HOW TO APPLY 

Deadline:  March 1, 2016 (decisions to be announced by March 31) 

Applications must be submitted in English (PDF file preferred) and include: 

•! Application cover sheet (download) 

•! Curriculum vitae 

•! Graduate school transcript (unofficial is acceptable). Students from European universities at which 

transcripts are not provided may submit similar documents (transcript of  records, report of  studies, 

etc.) 

•! 500-word statement discussing why the workshop is of  interest; relevant previous research, classroom 

work, or teaching experience; and the impact the workshop will have on future research and 

professional development 



•! One letter of  recommendation from a professor of  Chinese art history in a sealed envelope signed 

across the flap. The letter of  recommendation may be included with the application or sent directly 

from the reviewer. Email is acceptable if  the letter is sent directly from the reviewer. In either case, it is 

the responsibility of  the applicant to ensure that the letter of  recommendation arrives by the 

application deadline. 

Students are welcome to apply for both workshops in a single application, addressing their background 

and interest in each workshop in the application statement. Include one recommendation letter that 

addresses the two workshop topics. 

Email complete applications to LiW@si.edu. 

https://www.asia.si.edu/research/workshops/chinese-object-study.asp 

 

Call for paper 

1.  Call for contributions to an edited volume on 

Eco–Art History in Asia 

June 15, 2016 – Deadline for 500-word proposal submissions 

DESCRIPTION 

Contributions are sought for an edited volume that will be submitted for evaluation and publication 

with Cambridge Scholars Press by September 2016. The volume originates in a selection of  papers 

given at the session “Mountains and Rivers (without) End: Eco–Art History in East Asia” that took 

place at the College Art Association annual conference in February 2016. The volume will continue 

to pursue the session’s goals while expanding the geographical area to include South Asia, the 

Himalayan region, and Southeast Asia. 

The volume seeks contributions that adopt environmental concerns as a primary theme to study 

Asian art and architecture of  the past and present. Does “eco–art history” operate differently in 

Asian contexts? Contributors might examine the naturalizing work of  nature imagery vis-a-vis 

climate and culture, the ecological impact of  sites for state rituals and religious worship, and the role 

of  artists and patrons in debates over how to allocate natural resources. Critiques of  Orientalizing 

conceptions of  nature in Asia, as well as investigations of  local, indigenous understandings of  the 

natural environment as evidenced in art are welcome. Interest here is on the mutual interactions of  

the particular artistic cultures in Asia and the environment. 

The volume recognizes that global climate change and environmental degradation rank among the 

most urgent problems of  the present and, moreover, that these problems have a long past. In Asia, 

significant anthropogenic changes to terrain, watercourses, and ecosystems date back millennia, as do 

artwork and artifacts that both conceptualize and modify the natural world. The rising interest in 

earth-conscious modes of  analysis, or “eco–art history,” offers an opportunity to consider the mutual 

impact of  particular artistic traditions and local environments. Conceptual tools and case studies 

from Asia could impart important insights bearing on the development of  “eco–art history” 

methods. Practices of  geomancy or related to Buddhist cosmology, legal frameworks governing land 



use, and traditions of  landscape poetry—these and other bodies of  knowledge rooted in diverse 

Asian cultures complicate eco–art histories. 

GUIDELINES 

500-word abstracts and a CV should be emailed by June 15, 2016 to the volume editor 

atdenin_lee@emerson.edu<mailto:carla.taban@utoronto.ca>. 

De-nin Deanna Lee, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of  Art History 

Department of  Visual & Media Arts 

Emerson College 

 

2. All the Beauty of  the World (Berlin, 13-15 Oct 16) 

Berlin, October 13-15, 2016 

Deadline: Feb 15, 2016 

All the Beauty of the World.The Western Market for non-European Artefacts (18th-20th century) 

International Symposium 

Berlin, Germany 

In the wake of the Western expansion, a fast growing number of non-European artefacts entered the 

European market. They initially made their way into princely cabinets of curiosities. Enabled by the 

forced opening and exploitation of more and more parts of the world and pushed by social and 

technological changes of the time, the 18th century brought a boom of the market of non-European 

artefacts in Europe. This came along with the emergence of a broader collecting culture and the 

development of a rich museumscape. 

This market and its development in terms of methods and places of exchange and monetary and 

ideological value of the objects are in the focus of an international symposium organised by the 

Institute for Art History in cooperation with the Center for Art Market Studies at Technical 

University Berlin, in collaboration with the Institut d'histoire moderne et contemporaine (CNRS) 

and the Labex TransferS (PSL) in Paris. The keynote lecture will be given by Prof. Timothy Brook, 

holder of the Republic of China Chair at the University of British Columbia. 

The aim of the symposium is to examine how the market for non-European artefacts developed 

between 18th and 20th century and to which extend it was entangled with the history of museums 

and private collections. The following five topics will serve as main axis: actors and networks, places 

of purchase and trade, transfer and transport, prices and value and expertise. The axes are entangled 

and should not be regarded as separated topics. 

1. Actors and networks: Who were the actors of the market (e.g. art dealers, commercial agents, 

carriers but also diplomats, travellers, expats, missionaries or military as well as museums and 

collectors)? Which regional specifications can be identified? Who were the key figures of the 

market(s)? Which networks can be spotted? How did they work? 



2. Places of purchase and trade: What were the centres of the purchase and/or trade of art objects (in 

the countries of origin as well as in Europe)? How did they develop in the course of the period of 

examination? Which significance did the primary markets and their political/social development 

have for the European market? Did the European market turned into the primary market at a certain 

time? What were the main places for purchase and trade in Europe (e.g. auctions houses, galleries, 

private houses)? What marketing methods can be identified? 

3. Transfer and transport: What were the (political, social, technological) circumstances of the objects 

purchase? To which extend did technological developments (e.g. establishment of railway lines) 

influence the market offer? How were the objects brought to Europe (e.g. export and import 

regulations, methods of transport)? 

4. Prices and value: Which payment methods or methods of exchange did exist? How did they 

impact the value of objects? How was the value of an object determined? To which extend did this 

value change in space and time (difference between primary and secondary market; development in 

the course of time)? Despite the monetary value of a price: which other function in the act of 

purchase can be identified (e.g. legitimation of possession)? And to which extend did the change of 

the price and value shape the European collections? Here, we are especially interested in the shift 

from an economy of looting or/and bazaar in the countries of origin to the pricing and “rational” 

marketing after the arrival and commercialisation of the objects in Europe. 

5. Expertise: How did the perception of and the knowledge about non-European art develop? How 

was the knowledge generated and transferred? Which role did individual actors (e.g. dealers, 

museums, collectors) play in the development of the perception of the objects? To which extend did 

the development of expertise influence the market offer, the display of the objects and the character 

of the collections? 

The focus of the investigation will be set on the development between 18th and 20th century. Papers 

exploring the market development before 18th century and especially those comparing the 

development before and after 1700 are also welcome. 

Conference language is English. 

Papers should be a maximum of 20 minutes in length, and preference will be given to proposals that 

stimulate dialogue and engage with broader topics. Please send proposals (max. 300 words) with a 

short academic CV to c.howald@tu-berlin.de by 15 February 2016 at the latest. Selected speakers 

will be notified by 15 March 2016. Financial assistance with travel expenses for speakers may be 

available (subject to grant approval). 

Convenors: 

Prof. Dr. Bénédicte Savoy (TU Berlin) 

Dr. Charlotte Guichard (CNRS, IHMC, Paris) 

Dr. Christine Howald (TU Berlin) 

http://arthist.net/archive/11972 
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議程 

「院體：清宮製作的風格、技術與物質性」工作坊 

Workshop on “Imperial Form: Style, Technology, and Materiality in the Qing Court 

Workshops” 

第一天 7月 25日（Mon）下午 

1:00-1:20 Welcome 

第一場：Court Style 

主持：陳韻如（國立故宮博物院書畫處） 

1:20-2:30  從「西洋風」到「院體」的形成 王靜靈 （柏林國家博

物館亞洲藝術館） 

從「清院本」省思清宮「院體」 邱士華（國立故宮博

物院書畫處） 

超越院體：戰圖、銅版畫與乾隆朝帝

國武功 

馬雅貞（國立清華大

學歷史所） 

2:30-3:30 討論：劉宇珍（國立故宮博物院書畫處） 

3:30-4:00 Coffee/Tea Break 

第二場： Materiality 

主持：余佩瑾（國立故宮博物院器物處）  

4:00-4:50 

 

清宮製作色金及其用途 賴惠敏（中央研究院

近代史研究所） 

郎世寧繪畫中的顏料與設色 陳東和 （國立故宮博

物院登錄保存處） 

4:50-5:30 討論：陳俊維（臺大材料科學與工程學系） 

      邱士華（國立故宮博物院書畫處） 

6:30  Dinner 

第二天 7月 26日（Tues）上午 

第三場：Practice 

主持：賴惠敏（中央研究院近代史研究所）  

10:00-10:20 Coffee/Tea Time 

10:20-11:10 

 

異曲同工：論雍正朝畫院的運作機制 陳韻如（國立故宮博

物院書畫處） 

乾隆時期宮廷的文物包裝：以玉器為

例 

侯怡利（國立故宮博

物院器物處） 

11:10-11:50 討論：王靜靈 （柏林國家博物館亞洲藝術館） 



11:50-1:30 Lunch Break 

第四場：Albums 

主持： 陳東和（國立故宮博物院登錄保存處） 

1:30-2:20 

 

「埏埴流光」冊製作及相關問題 余佩瑾（國立故宮博

物院器物處） 

院體與清宮譜類圖像的製作 賴毓芝（中央研究院

近代史研究所） 

2:20-3:00 討論：馬雅貞（國立清華大學歷史所） 

3:00-3:30 Coffee/Tea Break 

第五場：Court Style and Beyond 

主持：王靜靈 （柏林國家博物館亞洲藝術館） 

3:30-4:20 

 

Qing Court Painting Outside the Court: 

Evidence from 18th-Century France 

John Finlay (Centre 

d'études sur la Chine 

moderne et 

contemporaine) 

帝國之後──二十世紀北京的盛清院

體風 

劉宇珍（國立故宮博

物院書畫處） 

4:20-5:00 討論：陳韻如（國立故宮博物院書畫處） 

5:00-5:30 綜合討論：賴毓芝（中央研究院近代史研究所） 

 

* 每位講者發表 20分鐘 


